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QUESTION 1

A company uses Salesforce to store accounts and contacts. All users have switched to the Lightning Experience user
interface. The Account Hierarchy feature is used extensively to relate companies to their subsidiaries. A Solution
Architect finds that the data migration process is creating duplicate contacts with different primary accounts. 

Which two options can the Solution Architect use to ensure that there is only a single contact for a particular person
across all the subsidiaries of a company? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Customer 360 Data Manager 

B. Third-party application or AppExchange tool 

C. Duplicate Matching Rules 

D. Lightning Data Services 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to use Marketing Cloud to implement an Abandoned Cart Solution Workflow so
that personalized messages are sent to shoppers who add items to their cart but abandon the B2C Commerce
storefront. 

Which two options should a Solution Architect recommended to meet this requirement? Choose 2 answers 

A. Configure streaming updates for catalog importing, implement the Collect Tracking Code, and leverage Journey
Builder to trigger an abandoned cart message. 

B. Configure B2C Commerce catalog, product, order, and customer data feeds; implement Marketing Cloud collect.js
and trigger an abandoned cart message through Journey Builder. 

C. Configure streaming updates for catalog importing, implement Google Analytics tracking, and leverage Journey
Builder to trigger an abandoned cart message. 

D. Configure B2C Commerce catalog, product, inventory, and customer data feeds; implement Marketing Cloud
collect.js and trigger an abandoned cart message through Journey Builder. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

A company uses B2C Commerce, Marketing Cloud, and Service Cloud and requires that customers create an account
before making their first purchase. 

Which system creates the customer ID and which system creates an additional ID to use as the customer primary
record? 
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A. Service Cloud creates a customer ID and an additional ID to be used as the primary record. 

B. A B2C Commerce creates a customer ID and an additional ID to be used as the primary record. 

C. Marketing Cloud creates a customer ID but the primary ID should be created through B2C Commerce. 

D. B2C Commerce creates a customer ID but the primary record should be created through Service Cloud. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A salesperson needs to know which subscription a customer has subscribed to or unsubscribed from when reviewing
their account in Sales Cloud. However, Marketing Cloud needs to honor the unsubscribe action when it sends out
emails. 

Which two steps should a Solution Architect take to meet these requirements? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a Journey activity to update the records in Sales Cloud. 

B. Create a custom preference center that updates the records in Sales Cloud. 

C. Use the out-of-the-box preference center in Marketing Cloud. 

D. Implement the Marketing Cloud Connector to ensure the unsubscribe data is synced from Sales Cloud. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to unify customer data with a single identity for each customer across their
ecommerce sites and their communities. Communities are treated as an identity provider (IDP) for commerce. The
communities also allow self-service support for products via knowledge articles and crowd-sourced Knowledge and
Chatter. 

For which customer data should Experience Cloud be the system of record? 

A. Authentication credentials 

B. Address book 

C. Wishlist 

D. Payment information 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6
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A company is beginning a multi-cloud implementation involving B2C Commerce and Service Cloud. The company wants
to trace configuration and code changes as much as possible and ensure basic standards for code quality. 

Which three options should a Solution Architect recommend to help the company with this goal? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. GIT Repository 

B. Static Code Analysis tools 

C. CI/CD Pipelines 

D. Smoke testing 

E. Salesforce DX 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 7

A multi-brand company uses B2C Commerce, Service Cloud, and Marketing Cloud and is seeking an order
management solution. They process 2,000 orders per hour across their brands. The company has one B2C Commerce
realm, two Salesforce core orgs, and two Marketing Cloud business units. The company is choosing between these
three options for an order management tool: 

1. 

Build an order management solution in B2C Commerce using order management APIs 

2. 

Purchase Salesforce Order Management 

3. 

Build a custom order management solution using their own development team 

Which three statements should a Solution Architect use to support using the Salesforce Order Management solution? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Salesforce Order Management synchronizes orders to and from B2C Commerce, which essentially replaces the
Service Cloud Connector. 

B. B2C Commerce order management does not support complex or advanced use cases. 

C. The existing Service Cloud implementation team could extend the Salesforce Order Management product to the
existing org. 

D. Salesforce Order Management is a productized connector solution between B2C Commerce and Service Cloud;
orders will be synchronized from the client B2C Commerce realm to multiple Salesforce Orgs without the need for
customization. 

E. Salesforce Order Management shares the same database with Service Cloud while other solutions need to build
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additional integration. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A company wants to send a coupon code to VIP customers who have abandoned their cart. The company also wants to
track email open and forward count, as well as disable the coupon code after a single use. 

Which set of platforms and native services should a Solution Architect recommend to satisfy these requirements? 

A. Service Cloud for customer segmentation; third-party service for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce and
Marketing Cloud functionalities to send abandoned cart emails; Service Cloud to track email opens and forwards. 

B. Marketing Cloud for customer segmentation; B2C Commerce for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce and
Marketing Cloud functionalities to send abandoned cart emails; Marketing Cloud to track email opens and forwards. 

C. B2C Commerce for customer segmentation; Service Cloud for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce and
Marketing Cloud functionalities to send abandoned cart emails; Service Cloud to track email opens and forwards. 

D. Marketing Cloud for customer segmentation; Service Cloud for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce to send
abandoned cart emails; Tableau CRM to track email opens and forwards. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) exported all the Account records from Salesforce and used a data transformation tool to
clean up values in the phone field using a standardized format. The export file has more than 2 million records. During
previous data loads for similar updates on the Account object, NTO did not experience any issues with row lock. 

Which feature of Data Loader should be used to load this data back into Salesforce faster? 

A. REST API 

B. Bulk API Serial Mode 

C. SOAP API 

D. Bulk API 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A company plans to build a new B2C Commerce storefront for a popular segment of products that generate high-volume
sales. Their team is evaluating whether B2C Commerce is the right platform to build this storefront, and they are
specifically concerned about how quotas and limits directly impact the efficiency and stability of solutions built on the
platform. 
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Which two considerations should a Solution Architect keep in mind when considering B2C Commerce Governance and
Quotas? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Object quotas status is updated with an up to 20-minute delay. Therefore, a Solution Architect must consider this
delay when performing calculations related to traffic and limits. 

B. For sandbox instances, quotas can be softened by exporting them from a production instance and importing them
onto a sandbox instance. This approach lets Solution Architects match the development environment to the production
environment. 

C. Unless a site :s experiencing performance issues, the Solution Architect car assume that quota violations have not
occurred. 

D. If an enforced quota is exceeded, an exception is thrown, which prevents the current operation from completing. The
Solution Architect should design the solution so that the exception can be caught within a customization. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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